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SMART IoT FUNCTION
OIL-FREE AND CONTACTLESS AIR BEARING
VARIABLE SPEED AND DIRECT DRIVING

WH-i Series

SMART Turbo Compressor

Key Features
- Creating a sustainable future through Innovation.
- Eﬃciency and SMART Design.
- Driven by excellence.

- When eﬃciency matters, Turbowin delivers.

- Energy Eﬃcient; Low Maintenance ; Ease of Operation.

Turbowin

Turbowin has been at the forefront of Turbo Technology since it was established in 2015.

Led by a group of experts, Turbowin is dedicated to developing turbomachinery for more than 20 years. Turbowin
expands the horizon of the next generation environmental industry with direct coupled and eco- friendly turbo

technology,utilizing highly eﬃcient energy saving, oil-less Air Foil Bearing Technology. Turbowin’s diverse product
portfolio will provide the best solution for your air supply needs. Every Turbowin machine is an outcome of

extensive R&D and ingenious patented technology. We serve more than 2 billion people in more than 70 countries
around the world.

About us

At Turbowin, we remain dedicated to excel-

lence in construction every day and on every

project. With our client comes ﬁrst policy, we
pride ourselves on building lasting relationships by exceeding our client's needs.

All Turbowin actions is strictly regulated

under: ISO / CE /… certiﬁcations <insert # of
Certiﬁcation, patents, awards>

Key Milestone

Jun 2020: Launched Turbowin’s newest model

WL-i (SMART Turbo Blower)& WH-i (SMART Turbo Compressor)

Apr 2020: New smart factory expansion
with annual production capacity more than 3,000 units
Dec 2019: Launched WM Series (Micro Turbo Blower)
Aug 2019: Designated as Water Star Company

Nov 2018: Awarded the Korea Engineer Award (CEO Min Soo Kim)
Oct 2018: Acquired NTRL Certiﬁcate

Jun 2018: Acquired ISO 9001 & 14001

Apr 2018: Launched WF Series (Micro Turbo Compressor)

Dec 2017: Received Presidential Award for Venture Business
May 2017: Launched WH Series (Turbo Compressor)
Aug 2015: Acquired CE Certiﬁcates

Mar 2015: Launched WL Series (Turbo Blower)

Applications

SMART Turbo Compressor

Petrochemicals / Chemicals

Compressors are vividly used in the OIl & Gas industry for control and actuation of oil pipes and valves, in turn

augmenting the demand for turbo-compressors among oil-rich economies in the world. Turbo compressors are
gaining traction in a variety of gas processing services including feed, residue, and refrigeration compression.

Air Separation

In air separation, nitrogen and oxygen
are separated from compressed air.

Nitrogen Generation

Compressed air dryers can be used to

remove moisture from the air and keep
products in a dry environment.

Semiconductors / Electronics

A great air compression system is crucial for electronics manufacturing plants to avoid dust

moisture and other microscopic particles from damaging circuit boards and other components. Turbowin's 100%
oil-free Turbo machines ensure no trace of oil to execute seamless, uninterrupted air-ﬂow through systems in the
manufacturing processes of semiconductors and electronics.

‘ Performance and reliability are very important
for the compressors using in petrochemical
and natural gas industry ’

Applications

SMART Turbo Compressor

Industrial

Turbo compressors are extremely useful in industrial manufacturing. If you haven’t looked into the use of turbo

compressors for your manufacturing operations, this is a great time to start. Compressed air ﬁnds various applications in this industry, including shot blasting,

oxidation of sour water, and catalyst regeneration.

Common applications in industrial plants

and on construction sites are air-powered

nail guns, gas compression, material handling,

pneumatic conveying, optimizing oxygen transfer
and product drying.

Water and Waste water Treatment

Wastewater treatment plants provide a critical service to our communities. WWTP systems operate continuously and

require reliable and sustainable equipment to function. Turbowin delivers unprecedented air system solutions for wastewater treatment operations that are engineered for long life and continuous energy savings.

Supply the Necessary Pressure
and Oxygen
for the Puriﬁcation Process

Power the Central
Vacuum System
of Wastewater Disposal

compressors for agitation to keep solids in

system is put in place for the collection of

TWastewater treatment plants require

suspension, drive the pumps to move the

material, and to supply oxygen as a measure
that supports processing of bacteria.

Desalination Process

Turbowin turbo compressors can assist

with the desalination process by removing
salt and producing potable water for
domestic use.

Using Turbo technology a centralized vacuum
wastewater in sewers, sanitation systems or
industrial supply and disposal systems.

Applications

SMART Turbo Compressor

Power / Energy Production

Whether it is to pneumatically control tools, or to manage temperature in the facility, or to protect
sensitive equipment, the facility requires the highest-quality compressed air in order to assure
safety with seamless execution of processes.

Bed Combustion Fluidization

Flue Gas Desulphurisation

low emission rate of sulfur and nitrogen

low-pressure air is used to remove

To burn highly sulphurated products with

oxides, the ﬂuidisation air of the outlet beds
and ashes is supplied by Turbowin’s

machines ensuring safety and precision.

Evacuation Condenser

In power plants, a continuous ﬂow of

sulphur-dioxide from the exhaust ﬂue gases,
to guarantee uninterrupted pollution

control. Turbowin machines provide high

reliability and energy eﬃciency to ensure
smooth operation.

Condenser exhausting involves the removal
of air and other non-condensable gases

from power plant condensers to maintain

the lowest possible turbine back pressure.

Food& Beverage

In the food and beverage industry, turbo compressors are used in production chains, packaging and
cleaning. Food and beverage manufacturing equipment must assure high-purity and high-quality
compressed air through reliable compressed air generation. This is where Turbowin comes in.

Cooling Products

Freezing Products

after washing a product prior to packaging.

cold, dry air that eﬀectively cools and

Turbo compressors can help blow oﬀ water
Other food products, such as nuts or coﬀee
beans may be cooled with compressed air.

The air compressors produce streams of
freezes the product. Cooling a product prior
to packaging increases line speed and
shortens conveyor length.

‘ Turbowin can help customers to meet fast-chang-

ing demands, implement complex compressed air

solutions, enhance eﬃciency, and meet the global

need for smarter power generation ’

SMART IoT + Interface

SMART Turbo Compressor

SMART Machine

The age of the Internet of Things isn’t approaching ‒ it’s already here.

Turbowin’s SMART turbo compressors provide

a Life Care Solution in a smarter way

As IoT pivots from centralized cloud storage to an edge computing architecture, mobility and remote access
has taken center place as the most important asset, highlighting the importance of smart integration and
smart interface in storage devices.

Any compressor system needs to be controlled

Turbowin is here to help you overcome the

Turbowin’s intelligent control system with IoT

physical location, performance tracking, and taking

correctly if you wish to avoid higher energy costs.
integration allows sensor data to be sent back and
forth between the cloud and a smart device.

Even in remote areas where 5G connectivity
is available, customers can easily manage

and control their turbomachinery at anytime,
anywhere with a touch of a button.

What’s SMART about Pairing a Machine to your Device?
This enables maintenance and service engineers to remotely track indicators such

decisions, in turn saving costs and increasing eﬃciency.
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challenges of controlling your machines from a
advantage of smart automation through IoT
integration in its products.

Key Strength

SMART Turbo Compressor

The Leading
Turbo Technology
in the 21st Century

Since the establishment in 2015 Turbowin has been constantly developing and designing turbo technology,

re-shaping the concept of turbo compressors. Our compressed air solutions have been acknowledged around the
world, thus having the opportunity to build strong relationships with customers in various countries. Throughout

these years we have pursued one goal which is to provide our customers with a reliable air solution that is sustainable and eﬃcient at all times. Multi-stage Air Foil Bearing Technology is the heart of our centrifugal turbo compressors ‒ the concept that allows us to achieve this goal.

PM Motor

Turbowin’s SMART turbo

compressor WH-i Series is a
multi-stage compressor

directly coupled to Ultra-High
Eﬃciency Permanent Magnet
(PM) Motor, enabling to

Permanent
Magnet Motor

Inlet of Motor
Cooling Air

achieve up to 8bar of

pressure. Our Ultra-High PM

Simple Design. Compact Size.
Eﬃcient Operation.

Turbowin’s WH-i is our premium multi-stage turbo
compressor, a result of years of development and
technological innovation. We provide a range of

customization solutions depending on our customers’

needs including diverse impeller designs and diﬀusers.

Our air foil bearing technology-based turbo compressor
has a range up to 8 bar of air pressure which is applied
in various industries including textile, semiconductor,
petrochemical and food & beverage.

1

Motor guarantees eﬃciency

2

above 95% - a successful rate
based on profound

5

knowledge and expertise

4

4

3

from our group of experts and
engineers who have

developed high speed motors
for over 20 years. Come and
experience the advanced
Ultra-High Speed Motor
ranging from 20,000 to

150,000 RPM with Turbowin.

Parameter
Sensing System

Impeller

Air Foil Bearing

Key Strength

Dual Cooling System

SMART Turbo Compressor

Patent # : 10-1580877 / 10-1607492

Turbowin’s WH-i Series is equipped with our highly advanced Dual Cooling System Technology, specially designed

to resolve the challenge of motor overheating problem. This is a patented invention which helps maximize cooling
eﬃciency in our core system.

Turbowin’s Dual Cooling System is integral in lowering

Ambient air start to ﬂow into the motor, initially

compared to others. This is directly related to total

winding and stator in order. This is achieved by pure

the core temperature up to 10 degrees Celsius

energy eﬃciency which have always been the main
focus of our development. WH-i SMART turbo

compressor can achieve up to 57.5% of energy

eﬃciency, a world-class saving that others have never

cooling the stator. The air then cools air foil bearing,
air cooling without the needs of any other cooling

devices. Our Dual Cooling System is highly praised
worldwide thanks to its eﬃciency and simplicity.

Air Foil Bearing

PATENT # : 10-1632356 / 30-0858674

Never been Bent or Welded (NBW) Air Foil Bearing Technology
Turbowin’s patented Air Foil Bearing Technology is another

core strength that diﬀerentiate us from other competitors. Air

foil bearing is generally manufactured in a form where bending
or welding process is applied for top foil to attach to the bars.
However, this model had become a major failure in North

America, Europe and Japan, with higher maintenance cost and
more frequent break down of the bearing.

done it before.

Then, Turbowin’s technology became the game changer in the

Motor cooling is critical in

market. Turbowin’s top foil within our air bearing design has

overall eﬃciency. Turbowin’s

never been bent nor welded. It is another patented technology

dual cooling system helps

that we hold, in which its defect rate is signiﬁcantly low with

lower up to 10 degrees celsius

stronger durability.

of the core temperature

A

Thanks to our technology our WH-i

Series canguarantee a minimum of

100,000 start/stop warranty. Compared

to magnetic bearing, our air foil bearing
does not require any oil supply for

With welding
Process

lubrication purpose. This feature is
integral and crucial in regards of

application such as semiconductor,

Shaft

Turbowin

Shaft

Holding bar

petrochemical and food & beverage
industries where the supplied air
should always be in clean level
with zero contamination.

For Turbowin's air foil bearing, we do not bend or weld.
This allows our bearing to have higher resistance in high temperature
with less chance of bearing shape changes.

Warranty

Global Reference

SMART Turbo Compressor

A Truly Global Operation

Turbowin has been beneﬁting more than 2 billion people in 70 diﬀerent countries provides with its unbelievable
energy-eﬃcient and reliable air solutions. Especially in areas with high electricity bills or with unstable power

supply, Turbowin's products have incredible ROI and are super-eﬀective. For this reason, Turbowin has its reputable end users such as Samsung, LG, SK, Hyungdai, Posco, GS, Hanwha, Michelin, GM, AUO, Formosa, BOE, TSMC,
Oura, IWK, CSD, Kolao, etc. There may be users who have never used Turbowin products before, but no one has
ever used Turbowin products just once.

Customer Experience and
Quality is What we Care

Creating a memorable experience for customers have been the heart of Turbowin’s global business. We aim to provide

an exceptional service that leaves our customer feeling valued and respected. Customer service is an investment to our
future business, and we strive not to fail on this endeavor.
Turbowin has been known for its exceptional quality

This is an extra 3 years on top of the standard 2-year

global customers to experience the best quality of our

Our Customer Service Center is always on stand-by 24/7

since the year 2015. We are committed to ensure our

products at all times. Turbowin proudly oﬀers 5-year
parts and labour warranty on Turbowin SMART
turbomachinery including the WH-i Series.

warranty - another great reason for choosing our brand.

to quickly respond to our customers’ needs and provide
assistance in case of any emergencies or break down.

Turbowin operates ‘Product Protection System’ which is a system to fully act upon customers’ needs on a regular
basis. To provide on-time customer services to our global customers we have established Turbowin Global as a

subsidiary of Turbowin. Turbowin Global’s key focus is to provide quality products and services to our customers
across the globe, backed up with expert customer support. Support is available on 24/7 basis so customers can

access the help they need no matter where they are based in the world. We pride ourselves on having a knowledgeable team who strive to resolve problems, meeting the needs of our customers as quickly as possible.

